
The Catcher in the Rye By J D Salinger
The Catcher in the Rye is an all-time classic in 
coming-of-age literature- an elegy to teenage 

alienation, capturing the deeply human need for 
connection and the bewildering sense of loss as we 

leave childhood behind.

SOMETHING 
TO READ

Life Changing Books to Read
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQVlB-zXxBc
With so many books in the world, how do you know 

which ones should you read? 
In today's video, I want to talk about 5 books I read, 

that had a huge impact on my life. These are the 
books I think everyone should read at least once. 

SOMETHING 
TO VIEW

1984 By George Orwell
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QLy4_2spkk&t

=4282s
Thematically, it centres on the consequences of 
totalitarianism, mass surveillance and repressive 
regimentation of people and behaviours within 

society. Orwell, a democratic socialist, modelled the 
authoritarian state in the novel on the Soviet Union in 

the era of Stalinism, and Nazi Germany.

SOMETHING 
TO LISTEN

TO

Wycombe Swan Theatre
https://wycombeswan.co.uk/Online/default.asp

https://www.visitbuckinghamshire.org/events?type
=10&radius=5

What's on in Buckinghamshire

SOMEWHERE
TO VISIT

Become a Podcaster
Create a podcast with a friend/s on a subject that 

inspires you.   
SOMETHING 

TO DO

SOMETHING 
TO WATCH
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KS5 Let’s get started...watch this video 

Do something to positively impact your local or school community. 
Make sure you let your class teacher know what you’ve done. It can go 
on our English Wow Work display boards!  

AND
 FINALLY...

an act of kindness

https://funfactsabout.net/literature-facts/

!

The Hunger Games
The Hunger Games film series is composed of 

science fiction dystopian adventure films, based on 
The Hunger Games trilogy of novels by American 

author Suzanne Collins.
And something useful for all of us…

Read Like Bill Gates
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xwh88cI_d8

 

https://funfactsabout.net/literature-facts/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwqmT1D-MbU
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